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CRISPR-Cas9 can help knock out genes in exotic animals
Published on December 12, 2015 at 7:07 AM

The simplicity of CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing will soon make studying the genes of any organism, from the simplest
slime mold to the octopus, as easy as it now is to study the genes controlling development in standard lab animals
such as nematodes, fruit flies, frogs and mice.

A new study from the University of California, Berkeley, illustrates the ease with which CRISPR-Cas9 can knock out
genes in exotic animals - in this case, an amphipod or sandhopper - to learn how those genes control growth and
development. Researchers wanted to know which genes control the development of appendages on each segment of
the amphipod, whose body is like a Swiss army knife with each segment bearing a different blade or tool as an
appendage.

In less time than it would have taken two years ago to knock out one gene in the animal, UC Berkeley researchers
knocked out six, shedding light on the basic genetic mechanisms that determine leg anatomy in the evolution of
animals. By knocking out, one by one, the so-called Hox genes that specify body parts in all animals, they switched
the identities of the crustacean's limbs, transforming a claw into a leg, for example, or a jaw into an antenna.

"For those of us studying non-traditional model organisms in the lab, this has the flavor of a technical revolution,"
said UC Berkeley postdoctoral researcher Arnaud Martin. "CRISPR-Cas9 definitely changes the range of possibilities
in working with exotic animals, and the amphipod is one of the first."

The Hox family of genes Martin is investigating is found in all animals, and some biologists argue that an animal can
be defined as any creature having Hox genes. They are known to turn on or off a myriad of genes in each segment
of the body. Humans' body segments are most evident in the spine, where each type of spinal vertebra is unique in
shape, all under the control of Hox genes.

In the tropical marine amphipod Parhyale hawaiensis, Martin and Patel wanted to know which of the Hox genes
function in each of its 19 segments to produce mouthparts at the front, then claws, followed by forward-moving
legs, powerful jumping legs that propel the crustacean backwards, swimming legs and finally stumpy "anchor" legs.

"CRISPR-Cas9 has made a huge impact already in model systems, like the fruit fly Drosophila and the nematode C.
elegans, where there are already a lot of tools. People were able to incorporate the technology very quickly and
change the way they make mutants in those animals," said senior author Nipam Patel, a UC Berkeley professor of
molecular and cell biology and of integrative biology. "But there are a lot of other animals we want to work with
because we can use them to answer really basic evolutionary questions. CRISPR-Cas9 is a great technology for
that."

Other researchers have recently used CRISPR-Cas9 to edit genes in unusual organisms like the sea anemone, the
lamprey and butterfly to see whether the tool works, but for the most part these have been "proof-of-principle"
experiments using CRISPR-Cas9 to confirm what was already known.

"Here we have gone way beyond just showing that it works in Parhyale and jumped right into answering a really
important developmental and evolutionary question: how you set up all of these limbs in the crustacean, and how
evolution changes that pattern of limbs by altering Hox gene expression patterns," Patel said.

Arnaud, Patel and their UC Berkeley colleagues will publish their findings in the Dec. 10 issue of the journal Current
Biology.

Master regulatory genes

The Hox complex is a cluster of genes, often referred to as master regulatory genes, that code for protein
transcription factors that turn off or on lots of other genes. Starting early in development, they come on in different
combinations in different segments of the body, from head to tail. Since they first appeared in our animal ancestors
600 million years ago, evolution has worked with this same complex of genes to produce a huge variety of animal
shapes.

Amphipods are ideal animals in which to study these genes because each segment has a specific type of leg selected
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by nine different Hox genes, Martin said.

"They are limbs in the broad sense - really appendages," he said. "Some have a sensory function - the antennae.
Other ones have a prehensile feeding function, like the claws of the lobster. Other appendages have a locomotory
function - the legs - or things that are more paddle-shaped for swimming. These differences within an animal are all
defined by Hox expression."

To investigate the function of six of these Hox genes, the researchers employed a hammer approach: use CRISPR-
Cas9 enzymes to break and disable one of the six genes in each amphipod embryo, so that the entire organism
lacked that one gene alone. They were then able to identify which genes control which appendage.

"In one of the most spectacular transformations, we took the feathery swimming legs located at the front of the
abdomen and, by removing one gene, transformed them into what looks exactly like the a large jumping leg
normally found on the last thoracic segment," Patel said. "In another experiment, we basically show exactly how
you make an isopod from an amphipod: you move one gene called 'abdominal-A' out of the thorax, and this will
make all the walking legs similar and pointing all in the same direction."

Patel noted that in real evolution, genes are not usually broken or eliminated but tweaked, their expression turned
on or off in different segments to get different effects. "Without first taking away the gene to see the gross effect,
we can't even begin to guess what the role of just moving around the expression would be," Patel said. "We can
now come up with a code that specifies what kind of limb develops given the combination of Hox genes being
expressed there, and we are carrying out new experiments to further test this code."

Source:
University of California - Berkeley
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